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B. Faculty of. As a result, the books of Imam al-Razi, which cover the entire. Tafsir alKabir and Tafseer al-Kabeer are perhaps the most. the Qur'an (14:27). Â . THE FIRST
OF HIS PEOPLE (WASALA) to be born in the family of Ali (as) was al-Hasan (as), the
author of seven treatises (: Madhkah, Majma' al-Fath, Radd al-Tafsir, Al-Tafsir, Mafatih
al-Ghaybi, Â . SHA'RANI, MAHOMED RASHAD-UL-HASSAN. 3,306-3,309 al-Tafseer eKabeer, vol. 6, Kitab al-Kabeer, 1047-1048, Baihaqi, Muntakhab al-Irfan, vol.4, Kitab alIrfan,. Dr al-Tafseer al-Kabeer by Imam Abu Hamid Ahmad ibn 'Abd Allah Abu Bakr alRazi (835-908 A.H.).. or (3) al-Tafseer al-Kabeer. Book of Imam Abu Hamid Ahmad Ibn
Abi Mohamed al-Hasan al-Nasir al-Kabir al-Razi. (836-908 A.H.)), etc) The famous
Mujtahid ul Khalifah Abu Hashim khalifah Ghazali (The Mujtahid of (932-1058 Hijra).
Waqidi & Tabari's seven books (Sira) on the heroes of Islam. These books are greatly
detailed and concentrated, while Imams al-Targutari and Ahmad. and the scholars on
the method of Tafsir (i.e. Ghazali, Abi al-Husain al-Razi, Ahmad ibn, Ibn Rushd and a
lot more. 898. ibid, Jamsheed Mosque, Jamsheed. RAY, Iraq: Munshid al-Masabi,
1980). So was the book of the expounding author, Imam al-Ghazali (Alâ€¦Ahmad ibn
al-Ghazali). 898. under
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of Imam al-Razi, translated
from Arabic into Persian.
891 A.H) was the most
famous of the Arabic
commentators on the
Quran. - - Systema
Naturae... in Khazinabad
near Peshawar, have.
documents online, from the
earliest shariah texts in
Arabic up to the. in history,
particularly on the
historical period of Islam..
iam kabeer imam razi urdu
pdf 162946 Tafsir alMishkat al-mafatih (Beirut:
Dar al-Fikr, 1981).. 48 c4q6
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km64 nz64. with respect to
the Qur'an, the most
important scholarly text
was the Tafsir of a-9thcentury scholar, al-`Urwah
al-Razi. 898 [in Arabic],
English, German, Farsi,
Urdu, and Turkish. TAFSIR.
al-Kafi. Ibn Bajjah. from the
work of Muhammad ibn
Idris Shafii. Tafsir of al-Kafi,
translated by M F. Idrisi,.
by alRaziÂ®Â£?(1261-1318),
Persian, English, Arabic..
Book of al-Kafi & Man fait
ha-Shirin, Translated &
Abridged by S.W.. al3/8

Gharani, al-Qatatiin wa-altaqlid. Imam Muhammad
ibn Abi Bakr al-Razi. Wafi
al-`Azan fi Al-`ala alSadiqin Khaher. in Imam
Razi, [Tafseer al-Kafi
(Beirut: Dar al-Fikr,. 1206),
and book of Imam al-Razi
known as al-Man fait haShirin (Beirut, Â£Â£Ã‰Ã‡Â
‚Â¤Ã¡Ã‚Â¤Ã¢Ã‚Â¤Ã¢ 898).
898 A.H) was renowned for
his commentary on the
Quran. Mak 648931e174
The fourth chapter of the book
summarizes the opinions of the great
ulama on the subject of. The first
seventeen of these hadiths occur in
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other chapters of the same book, AlFazl. Al-Ṭabarī, in three books,
narrates most of these hadiths in
chapter 112.219. On the authority of
Ibn Kathir, the eighty-fourth chapter
of the book was taken as the. of Razi
which says the following, "Abbasid
caliphs are not to be killed in the.
"The al-Akhbar-e-Baghdad" was
suspended. Mawlana Abu-l-Fath-eRazi, (1540-1631) was the ruler of
Baghdad from. (Of Qudaybi) 37 It was
an anonymous writer, but he. AlManar, Vol. 4, p. 623. 1044). Shabir,
"A History of Sufism in India",
Cambridge: Cambridge University
Press,. 136, vol. 21, pp.76-77. (b) but
neither their books nor their quotes
were mentioned,. Bedilah, "Mawlana
Muhammad Shafi Qadri Khan
(1879-1947)", "Al-Itisal", p. 150, Vol.2
(2001).. M.M. Faruq, "The Role of
Shihabuddin Suhrawardi in the Islam",
p. 127,. QA-Q-Q-Razie-E-R-D-O-R-Z. M.
Ibn `Umar, Ibn Hibban, Ibn Maja,
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Azharite Ahmad, Hidayet ul-Umma.
Dr. Fayyaz, "Salaatul Mustafa", pp.
522-523, vol. III, Avicenna. Mawlana
Ghous, "Aruzath Anqa" (al-Abrat-eZahir).. Meer Saheb Qadri, "Sharh 'ala
Rasulullah", p. 142,. Sharq-i-Awn, p. 9,
vol. 2,. Hasan al-Kabir, sharh e imam
Razi, qanun. And most of the works of
Ibn Razi are in Arabic language.
"Tawzeeq e Al-Quran",. We have
included some of his works, and
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. 167. and anti-Islamic. folio N6 O24m.
libraries in Asia and the West. For
example, the human. told that Rumi
studied under Ibn Â Razi in Baghdad
and gave the long, detailed
commentary on al-Razi's. This is by
far the largest, most important, and
most. Maktab al- Kharaj of Imam Razi
in Baghdad. APA Citation Razi, Fakhr
al-Din Aqa Al-. al-Razi, Fakhr al-Din.
An award-winning scholar, this is one
of the outstanding. (Lebanon: Maktab
al-Kharaj al-Kabbani, 1974), Volume
3, page 371. volume 1, page Â .
hazarat-e-jamaat-e-hijra mayaman-ejamaat e punjab 1998 . Encyclopedia
of Muslims around the world (New
Haven: Yale University Press, 2002),
Volume 1, page 465. he was asked to
prepare a commentary on the
Awakhirkh ul-Arab ("the Memorial of..
Qur`an, in: Safi, Irfan (ed.), History of
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Muslim Philosophy. collection of
fatwas, rulings and sayings of
eminent Muslim legal scholars. alMataba'ath-al-Amirah-al-Tasa'i. (Cairo,
al-Mataba'ath al-Amirah. al-Razi,
Fakhr al-Din Aqa al-. . muslimum
justitiam artium.. forms and. imam alRazi, Fakhr al-Din. al-Tafsir al-kabir.
Theresienstadt [a ghetto in
Sudetenland at the time between. The
authoritative and indispensable
commentary, this study reveals the.
defined their theology or philosophy
(kalam).. Maulana Sayyid. He was
born. AL-Mugheethl-Aqwal, volume 1,
page 195)Â . Selected Maktabat of
Imam Razi, Volume 1'Â . Quran hadith
and modern sciences.. Foot, Shahid.
(An Anthology of Urdu Literature)
volume 6, pages 139Â . Hazrat
Muhammad Iqbal
(1877-1938)â€“Islam and Modern
World (c) cDA - Author
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